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Using language definition frameworks, a program analysis can be defined as
a non-standard program evaluation semantics over an appropriate domain of
abstract values. An advantage of using executable frameworks, such as rewriting
logic semantics [15,16] or K [18], is that the analysis itself can be performed by
encoding programs as algebraic terms and evaluating them, using the defined
semantics, in an execution engine such as Maude [5]. An example of this approach
is the unit safety analysis developed first for BC [3] (a small calculator language)
and then for a small subset of C [17]. In this analysis, the abstract values were
units of measurement [1] (e.g., meters, seconds, lumens). The analysis semantics
modeled the operation of language constructs over units, with execution of
programs in the semantics used to detect errors in cases where units were used
incorrectly, e.g., when values of two different units were added or compared.

However, in this work, rules specific to the analysis were tangled with analysis-
agnostic rules, making it challenging to reuse parts of the existing semantics in a
new analysis. Improving this separation of analysis-generic and analysis-specific
specifications, and providing better techniques and constructs for modularity,
motivated our work both on K and on policy frameworks [7], modular program
analysis frameworks designed to allow sharing between analysis policies (the
semantics and annotation language used by an analysis) and between frameworks
for different languages. Our first instantiation of this was the C Policy Frame-
work [8], or CPF. The core of CPF includes an analysis-generic frontend, allowing
annotations to be added (in comments) as function contracts or within function
bodies, and an abstract, modular C semantics, designed with a focus on reuse. To
define a specific policy, this core is extended with an analysis-specific definition
of abstract values, a specific annotation language, and equational definitions for
a number of policy-generic hooks, representing points in the semantics that differ
between analysis policies. A second framework was then defined for SILF [10],
a simple, paradigmatic imperative language, which provides a simpler, more
modular environment for experimenting with new analysis policies.

In our work on policy frameworks we developed multiple policies for both
C and SILF, including a sample memory policy for detecting cases where null
pointers in C programs are dereferenced [7], a type checker for SILF [10], and
unit safety policies for both SILF [10] and C [8]. An example program fragment
using the C Units policy is shown in Figure 1, showing the preconditions and
postcondition for the radiationLength function—the policy, UNITS, is given
explicitly, allowing annotations for multiple policies to be included in the same
program file. Figure 2 shows the actual rules used to check unit arithmetic for
addition and multiplication; Rule 2 is an error case, since we require that the
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//@ pre(UNITS): unit(material->atomicWeight) = kg

//@ pre(UNITS): unit(material->atomicNumber) = noUnit

//@ post(UNITS): unit(@result) = m ^ 2 kg ^ -1

double radiationLength(Element * material) {

double A = material->atomicWeight;

double Z = material->atomicNumber;

double L = log( 184.15 / pow(Z, 1.0/3.0) );

double Lp = log( 1194.0 / pow(Z, 2.0/3.0) );

return ( 4.0 * alpha * re * re) * ( NA / A ) * ( Z * Z * L + Z * Lp );

}

Fig. 1. Electron Energy Example, in C.

units match before they can be added (msg stands for the error message actually
emitted by the analysis).

u + u→ u (1)

〈k〉 u + u′

error(1,msg) y $fail

...〈/k〉, when u =/= u′

(2)

u ∗ u′ → u u′ (3)

Fig. 2. UNITS Policy Rules.

These policies illustrate
that reuse works in practice:
the memory and unit safety
policies in C, and the type and
unit safety policies in SILF,
both reuse large parts of the
policy frameworks for C and
SILF, respectively, while the
unit safety policies for C and
SILF share the same definition of the units domain. The unit safety policy for
C also showed that this approach to program analysis can work on practical
programs, providing a similar annotation burden, false positive rate, and error
detection rate as Osprey [11], a purpose-built tool for checking dimension safety
of C programs, while also providing reasonable performance.

Unfortunately, even though the frameworks for C and SILF were structured
modularly [14,2], they were sometimes not modular to extend in practice. To
actually implement a new policy, the implementer must possess detailed knowl-
edge of both Maude and of the entire provided core semantics. This includes
knowing which hooks must be defined to provide the policy-specific semantics
and which modules provide base variants of functionality that can be directly
reused or extended. To address this, we are investigating two complementary
techniques, described below, which are currently working in a prototype imple-
mentation. First, we are using reflective techniques to allow policy frameworks to
be annotated, allowing information about extension points to be automatically
extracted. Second, we are defining DSLs for specifying parts of analysis policies.
Currently, we are focusing on analysis domains and policy rules, with plans to
also investigate a DSL for modeling memory operations—an issue in languages
such as C, where different policies may need more- or less-precise representations
of heap-allocated values. The end goal is to move all policy-specific definitions
into higher-level, modular, domain-specific specifications, allowing new policies
to be created without requiring an in-depth knowledge of either rewriting logic
semantics or the K framework.
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Fig. 3. Policy Creation with DSLs and Reflection.

Reflective Extraction of Extension Point Information: Framework de-
signers can indicate extension points in the framework using annotations. Using a
combination of standard rewriting and Maude’s reflective capabilities [4,6], these
annotations are then used to automatically extract information on extension
points, which can then be used by interactive tools during the definition of an
analysis policy. For instance, extracting information on policy hooks generates a
relation from defining modules to the signature of each defined hook. This allows
a separation between framework designers, who need in-depth knowledge of the
entire framework, and policy designers, who can then focus just on those parts
of the framework that are extended (or just used) in policies.

Domain SILF-TYPES

value $int;

value $bool;

value $notype;

value $array(pv:PolicyVal)

display as "$array["+pv+"]";

value $map(dom:PolicyVal,rng:PolicyVal)

display as "$map["+dom+","+rng+"]";

alias $integer = $int;

alias $boolean = $bool;

alias $intArray = $array($int);

End Domain

Fig. 4. Example PV-DSL Definition.

DSLs for Policy Definition:
Using Rascal [13,12], we are de-
signing domain-specific specifica-
tion languages targeted at spe-
cific parts of analysis policies. Fig-
ure 3 shows how specifications de-
fined in these languages are used.
Given a framework definition, ex-
tension point information is first
extracted. This is used to generate
template information for defining
policy rules, and is being extended
to provide information for other
DSLs as well. Programs in the two DSLs are then used to generate the analysis
policy specification. From the DSL for domain values, a Maude specification of
the analysis domain is generated. This specification includes rules for pretty-
printing, creating, and filtering domain values (the latter needed for cases where
annotations for multiple policies are present in the same program). An exam-
ple specification in this DSL including custom pretty-printing rules is shown
in Figure 4. From the DSL for policy rules, the analysis-specific behavior for



each hook is defined, making use of both the policy values defined in the policy
values language and of predefined reporting operators for errors and warnings
(potentially with source locations [9], to allow for more detailed error messages).
The generated policy can then be used like existing, manually built policies, with
programs evaluated in the policy semantics to discover potential errors.
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